8th Grade Pacing
Week 1

Monday 3/23

Tuesday 3/24

Fall Forward
Denzel W.
https://www.y
outube.com/w
atch?v=vpW2s
GlCtaE

Reading1: Sophisticated
readers consider what
makes a great speech by
using a think, puzzle,
explore protocol to create
a bank of speaker
strategies

Writing1: Baseline Assessment
Journal Prompt (Choose a quote)
Assignment: Journal Response #1

Wednesday 3/25
Reading2: Sophisticated
readers explore a text by
considering the big message
the speaker is conveying.
Assignment: 3 Boxes + bullets

Intro + Purpose Anticipation (Think,
Puzzle, Explore - to be
completed as week
progresses)
Assignment: Completed
Think/Puzzle/Explore
Anticipation Guide
(Rhoads)

Thursday 3/26

Friday 3/27

W2: Generating Ideas
Sophisticated speech
writers develop ideas
for their
commencement
speeches by gathering
ideas around memories,
moments and people
who have impacted
them during their time
at SGL.

Reading3:
Sophisticated readers
analyze how a
speaker connects to
their audience by
considering the craft
techniques that they
use.

Assignment: Generated
Ideas, Nearpod Lesson,
gdoc writing prompt
Real Time Model
(Zoom Discussion Groups)
801-Whit, 803- Rhoads
802/4- DIMura

(DiMura)

Assignment: Speech
Techniques
Worksheet
(Whitfield)

Real Time Model
(Breakout Groups)
801-Whit, 803- Rhoads
802/4- DIMura

Week 2

Monday 3/30

Tuesday 3/31

Wednesday 4/1

“You Owe You”
Eric Thomas
https://www.y
outube.com/w
atch?v=7Oxz0
60iedY&t=295
s

Reading4: Sophisticated
readers analyze a
speaker’s effectiveness
by considering what goal
they had in mind for
using a technique.

W3: Generating Themes
Sophisticated speech writers
develop ideas for their
commencement speeches by
thinking around important
themes and issues that have
impacted them during their time
at SGL.

Reading5: Analytical readers
deepen their interpretations
by using a
says/means/matters chart to
infer the implications of the
details

W4: Flash Draft
Sophisticated writers
use their argument
skills to flash draft
their inspirational
commencement
speeches.

Reading6:
Sophisticated readers
deepen their
understanding by
looking for
overlapping themes
across speeches

Assignment:
Says/Means/Matters Graphic
Organizer

Assignment: Speech
Flash Draft

Assignment: Theme
Discussion

Assignment: Speech
Goals Graphic Organizer

Assignment; Generated Themes

Week 3

Monday 4/6

Tuesday 4/7

Wednesday 4/8

“Wisdom
from a Third
Grade
Dropout”
https://www.y
outube.com/w

W5: Revision/Publishing
Strong commencement
speech writers revise
and publish their writing
by using peer feedback
to make strategic

W6: Speech
Presentations DAY 1 (ZOOM)
Strong commencement speech
writers present their speeches in
front of an authentic audience by
using convincing presentation
methods.

W7: Speech
Presentations DAY 2 (ZOOM)
Strong commencement
speech writers present their
speeches in front of an
authentic audience by using

Thursday 4/2

Thursday 4/9
SPRING BREAK

Friday 4/3

Friday 4/10
SPRING BREAK

atch?v=Hte2si
PqwNk

revisions and
presentation plans.
Assignment: 3 revisions,
3 “speech moves”

Assignment: Speech Presentation
peer assessment

convincing presentation
methods.
**Peer assess on nearpod
Assignment: Speech
Presentation + peer
assessment

Baseline “Assessment” Directions

● Review the list of quotes
● Choose a quote that you feel most connected to
● Respond to the selected quote by considering the following prompts:
○ Restate the quote by explaining what it means to you/how it connects to your life
○ How does it relate to your experiences at SGL?
○ How have you changed from these experiences?
○ How will your experiences impact your future?
○ What UNIVERSAL TRUTH can be drawn from these experiences?

 Have I introduced myself to my audience, including my purpose for speaking?
Have I included a theme or quote that shares an important, relatable message?
Have I explained this quote and why it’s important, or shown how it connects to
the audience?

Have I shared a relevant anecdote that relates to my message, and to my

audience?

Have I given my audience some good times to reflect on at SGL?
Have I provided advice to my audience for the future?
Have I used at least 3 of the Techniques for Great Speeches?
Have I concluded my speech by closing with a reminder of the important

theme/quote, calling my audience to action, and thanking them for their time?

